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Did you know ... 
Oxford Dictionaries Online is freely 
available on the web where you can quickly search 
for definitions of words and phrases, idioms and get 
helpful suggestions for misspelled words. It also offers 
help with grammar, punctuation, and spelling as well 
as practical help with writing including sample letters.

The free site also features a regularly updated blog, 
word games and puzzles, and competitions.

If you like the free site you may want more ... 



Oxford Dictionaries Online is a one-stop resource for practical help with 
using today’s English in work, studies, school, and leisure and is 
available by annual subscription to institutions and individuals worldwide.

To request 30-day institutional free trials,  
and for price quotations please email:  
onlineproducts@oup.com
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Oxford Dictionaries Online is also available by annual 
subscription offering the many additional features, content,  
and tools listed below.

Dictionary

 A-Z dictionary wordwheel for easy browsing

 Advanced search 

 Audio pronunciations (in both British English and US English)

 Explore the dictionary by category, meaning, region, and usage

 ‘My Oxford Dictionary’ feature for saving searches and entries

 1.9 million extra example sentences showing words as they are really used  
 in today’s English

 Tooltips with hover-over quick definitions for almost any word on the page

Thesaurus 

 A-Z thesaurus wordwheel

 Find appropriate synonyms for specific sense of a word in dictionary

 Link to dictionary definition from any word in the thesaurus

 Quick search thesaurus only

Language resources

 Comprehensive Writing Skills with detailed writing, grammar, and  
 spelling guidance

 Link directly from dictionary headwords to relevant chapters or entries in  
 the language reference sections

 Searchable complete versions of New Hart’s Rules and Pocket Fowler’s  
 Modern English Usage

 Specialist dictionaries including New Oxford Dictionary for Writers  
 and Editors

 Vocabulary builder including Themes

Other features 

 Anagram and crossword solver 

 Link to OxfordWords blog
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